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ABSTRACT
We have begun to quantifythe ability of acoustic
resonance spectroscopy(ARS) to detect theremoval and
replacement of the lid of a simulated special nuclear
materials drum. Conceptually,the acoustic spectrumof
a containerestablishes a hasefine fingerprint,which we
refer to as an intrinsic seal, for the container. Simply
removing and replacing the lid changes some of the
resonantfrequencies because it is impossible to exactly
duplicate all of the stress patternsbetween the lid and
container. Preliminaryqualitativeresults suggestedthat
the ARS intrinsicseal could discriminatebetween cases
where a lid has or has not been removed. The present
work is directed at quantifying the utility of the ARS
intrinsicseal technique, includingthe technique'ssensitivity to "nuisance"effects, such as temperatureswings,
movement of the container, and placement of the transducers. These early quantitativetests sutv¢_ the potential of the ARS intrinsic seal application, but also
reveal a possible sensitivity to nuisance effects that
could limit environmentsor conditions underwhich the
techniqueis effective,
I.

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic resonance spectroscopy (ARS) is a nondestructive evaluation technique developed at Los
Alamos National Laboratoryto acoustically interrogate
solid objects and containers.1,2 The field-portabletechnique evaluates acoustic spectrarapidly, inexpensively,
andnon-intrusively,

storedwithinthe containeralso affect resonancefrequencies. Changes in any of these parameterswill affect the
spectrum,butvariousresonance_aks respond to differeat parametersin differentways.-ARS may be useful in monitoring containers and
detecting tampering. Because a large numberof parametersinfluence the acousticspectrumand eachparameter
changes the spectrum in a different way, it is nearly
impossible to return a container to its original state if
the contentshave been significantly disturbed. Corgel_
tually, an item's acoustic fingerprintprovides a means
to detect whether or not a person has tamperedwith the
containers.
Qualitative results, previously reported, demonstrate the potential usefulness of ARS in establishing
and monitoring the intrinsic seal of a container.
Limited numbersof spectrawere obtainedin these early
tests, but qualitativeanalysis suggested thatthere would
be only minor changes in spectra in cases where no
tampering occurred, while spectral differences were
consistently more aPl_rent when a container's lid was
removedandrc_laced._
We are now quan!ifying variability of spectra in
cases where no tampering with the simulated special
nuclearmaterial containershas occmTedandwherecontainers have been opened. Early tests were optimized to
minimize nuisance effects. Laboratory-scale testing
continues to extend these results into more operationally relevant settings before field testing proceeds.
Nuisance parameters being tested include effects of
changes in ambient temperature,thermalcycling of con-

All solid objects have naturalmodes (frequencies)
at which they can vibrate relatively freely. These
natural vibrational frequencies and their sharpness
stronglydepend on the physical characteristicsof a containersuch as its size, shape, andmaterialcomposition
as well as stresses placed on the body. Acoustic velocity, viscosity, density, andcontaminantsin the material

tainers, replacing transducersonly approximatelyto the
location where the baseline spectrumwas obtained, and
vibrationalnoises. In parallel with these efforts, we are
examiningdifferentalgor.duns forcomparingspectraof
the same item to optimize analyses.

*This work fponsored by the US Depmlmentof Energy,
Officeof SafeguardsandSecurity.

The ARS technique obtains a spectrum by measuringthe container'svibrational response at a series of
discrete frequencies. A measurement begins when one

If.

MEASUREMENT

TECHNIQUE

I

transducer,which acts as a speaker, induces vibrations
in the objectat a given frequency. A second transducer,
which acts as a microphone, detects the vibrational
responseatthatfrequency.
Thetransducers
thenstepto
the next frequencyandrepeattheprocess untilthe entire
frequencyrangehasbeen sampled. The _
defines
both the resolution (difference in frequency between
steps) and frequencyrange(startand stop frequency)of
the measurement. In Fig. 1 we show an example
spectrum.

The entire system consists of an IBM/PC-AT 386
or similar hardware,an internal electronics board (or
small battery-operatedexternal packageconnected to a
portable computer
through an RS-232 cable) anda pair
of small transducers. This makes the system portable
and inexpensive, extending the range of potential
applications.

IIi.

Once a baseline spectrum is established for the
object, futurespeclra from thatobject can be compm_
to assess if tampering has occurred. In this type of
application a discriminator must be used to assess
whether spectra are sufficiently similar to indicate no
tamperinghasoccurredor sufficientlydifferentto require
furthertesting and examination of the containerand its
contents,

t

DETERMINING
A FREQUENCY
RANGE
FOR MEASUREMENTS

Useful frequency ranges for intrinsic seals may
depend on such parametersas the container geometry
and type of contents, so it is desirable to find a quick
way of assessing a good (not necessarilybest)frequency
range for analysis. Qualitatively, we began by looking
for a range where I) the response amplitude is high
across a large numberof resonances,2) resonancepeaks
are well defined and 3) resonance peaks are generally
separatedfrom each other. Conceptually, this should
improve our discrimination ability because separation
between peaks will reduce theprobabilitythata comparison algorithm will associate a peak that has been
shifted with a neighboring peak in the baseline specman. Similarly, avoiding frequencyranges wherepeaks
are extremely sharp (only a few points wide) improves
the probability that the analysis algorithm will recognize peaks, which shouldcorrelatebetween spectrawhen
insignificant shifts occur.

ARS has many desirable attributes,including the
following: the excitation amplitude remains constant
and low throughoutthe measurement, so the contents
are only minimally disturbed; ambient noise is filtered
out if it is not in a narrowbandwidthbeing measured at
that time; measurements can be made in less than a
minute;and the acoustic spectrum
can be displayed in
real time. A benefit beyond conventional materialscontrol and accountability is the possibility of simultaneously monitoring for pressurizationor degradationof
the containerfor safety purposes.4
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Fig.I.An examplespectrum.

We tested our qualitativedetermination of a good
frequencyrangeas follows: we took five high-resolution
spectraof threesimilartest containers(without disturbing the containers) and assessed the reproducibility of
different ranges by comparing the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) across theentirefrequencyrange. We defined the
SNR at a given frequencyas theratioof the mean to the
standarddeviation of the five observations. We corn-

similarity measure: the Pearson correlation coefficient
between normalized spectra. Although results varied,
this proved the most dependable in identifying similarities between spectrawhereno tamperingoccurred.

puled the SNR at each of 1000 frequencies and coinpuled the averageSNR over all frequencies. The average SNR was largest in the range thatwas selected by
qualitativemethods. See Appendix A for moredetails,

Once we have identified a frequency range that
gives highly reproducible results when no _unpering
has occurredand decided on a method for comparing
spectra, we then must determine whether tampering
with a container (in this case simply removing and
replacing the lid) significantly changes the spectrum.
Figure 2 is a histogram of the Pearson correlation
coefficient between different spectra of the same container. The population on the left represents spectra
where the rid was removed between measurements,
while the population on the fight represents spectra
measuredwhere no tamperingoccurred. In this instance
there is clem"separation between the two populations,
supporting the possibility that ARS may be useful for
establishing and monitoringintrinsic seals.
This test was, however, performed under optimal
conditions. Spectra for a given container were all
obtained on the same day, care was taken to replace
transducersin the same location between measurements,
the container was not moved between measurements,
ambientnoise was negligible, andthe room temperature
was stable. Each of these effects must also be examined
to determine whether there are limitations on the
environments in which the ARS intrinsic seals may be
applicable.

IV, METHODS OF COMPARING

SPECTRA

Two spectra can be compared qualitatively by
overlaying the two spectra and comparing them visually, which provides some insight into the ARS technique. However, visually comparing spectra to determine whether an intrinsic seal has been violated is not
an effective approschfor two reasons. First,even in the
case of no tampering,there are,always some differences
between spectra,and decidingwhetherthese small differences are significant or not becomes purely subjective;
and second, visually comparingspectrain detail is very
time consuming and would be extremely inefficient for
verifying intrinsic seals in a storage situation involving
morethanjust a few containers,
To perform an objective comparisonit is useful to
describe the similarity or difference between spectra
quantitatively. We examined four definitions of the
similarity between spectraandtwo definitionsof differences between spectra. These are discussedin Appendix
B. To simplify discussion, we report results of one
600

V.

DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN
TAMPERING AND NO TAMPERING
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Fig. 2. Useof thecorrelation coejflcient to detect lid removal.
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VI. NUISANCE

EFFECTS

We are continuing tests to examine whetherenvironmental effects, such as noise and temperature
swings, might limit this technique. Preliminary tests
have been performed. The following describessome of
these results,
A.

Noisy

Environment

The effect of ambient noise can be quickly
assessed to first order by removing the transducerthat
would normally induce vibrations in the container,but
detecting the"response"across the frequencyrangewith
the pick-up Umuducer connectedto the container in the
normal way. When we performed this test in a room
having a high noise level, the ambient vibrations pro.
duced essentially no response. The technique is not
sensitive to ambient noise because the vibrational
response detected by the transduceris passed througha
band-pass filter so that only vibrationswithin a l-kHz
frequencywindowcenteredat thefrequencyof excitation
are registered. Thus, even in a noisy environment,
almost all of the ambient vibrations are eliminated in
the analysis process. Thus, within the noise range
where operatorswill be comfortable making measurements without ear protection, spectra should be minimally affected by ambient noise. Experiments to test
these weliminary conclusions are presentlyunderway,
B.

Transducer

transducersbetween measurements. Limited tests were
performedon containers where no tampering occurred
but wheretransducerswere removed andonly approximately replacedto the same location. We estimatethat
thetmnsduc¢_ weregenerallyreplacedwithin a centimeterof the location wherebaseline spectrawere obtained,
and the container was not tamperedwith. As shown in
Fig. 3, the comparison algorithm produced a much
wider distributionthan in the test described in Section
V, suggesting that the technique may be highly sensifive to careful placomentoftnmsducers. Furthertesting
will be directed at quantifying how far the transducers
can be moved withoutadversely affecting the ability to
discriminate between cases where tamperinghas or has
notoccmvd.
These results may also depend on the comparison
algorithmapplied. Use of a screening tool such as identifying peak locations and comparing these between
spectra, instead of comparing spectra point-by-point,
may improve these results. Even if this does not
improve the results, a number of relatively simple
alignmentprocedurescould preventif,is effect from significantly limiting the applicability of the technique.
To date we haveused on_, the four similaritymt,_sures
andtwo distance measuresdescribed in Appendix A for
discrimination. We plan to experiment both with other
patternrecognition tools and controllable parametersto
determineif sensitivity to transducerplacement or other
nuisancect'fectscanbereduced.

Placement

Operationally, it is importantto examine the sensitivity of spectralcomparisons toaccurateplacementof
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C.

Thermal

Cycling

Under this assumption, a 100% tag-and-se_ check per-

Previous results bused on qualitative comparisons
between spectrasuggested that thermal cycling should
not adversely affect the similarity of spectra when no
tamperingoccurs. However, a less subjective analysis
suggests that the qualitative comparisons may have
been biased. Figure 4 shows a number of tests in
which containerswere moved outside to warmup in the
sun after a baseline measurement was made, then
returnedinside until their temperaturesstabilized with
room temperature, which varied less than 0.5°C. In
these cases, we see thatthe distributionrepresentingthe
case where no tamperinghas occurredspreads out, with
the left tail of the disuribution_hing
the disuribution associated with the tampering case. Dependingon
how a discriminator threshold is set, such an effect
would result in either a higher false positive rate or a
lower sensitivity to tampering,

formedby ARS might permit a reduction in sampling
plans forconfirmatory measurementswhile maintaining
high confidence in the inventory. A second benefit to
the technique is that it might allow simultaneous
assessment of internal pressure. This has particular
implications for long-term storage situations as the
DOE complex moves away from production toward a
storagemode.
On the other hand,nuisanceeffects may constrain
the use of ARS intrinsic seals to environments where
movement of containers will occur only rarely and
thermal cycling can be minimized. Further testing is
requiredto examineeffects of movingcontainersaround,
settling of contents, temporal stability of the acoustic
signature,thermaleffects, and transducerplacement. In
the context of statistical design of experiments, we
must choose good settings for controllable parameters
such as frequencyrangeand resolution, so thatnuisance

Vll.

effects are reduced. Also, some adverseeffects may be
mitigated by pre-filtering data or applying alternative

SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSION

In an optimized storage situation wherecontainers
are not disturbed unless simulated tampering occurs,
these tests suggest that the ARS intrinsic seals technique could wovide an alternativeto conventional seals,
The advantage of the ARS intrinsic seal is that it
reflects not only the integrity of the container but the
integrity of the contents as well. If furthertests confirm that the technique is even more sensitive to cases
where contents are actually removed, then ARS may
improvethe confidence providedby conventional seals.

comparison algorithms or both. Sensitivity to transducer placement should be easy to overcome, but the
_h
may depend on how precisely the transducers
must be relocated. Othereffects may simply fimit Iocations whereARS should be applied. As we develop an
understandingof these effects, the ARS intrinsic seals
techniquemay become an important safeguardsoption,
particularlyas the nuclear wegxms states move from a
productionmode to a storagemode.
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B

In Appendix B we define the four similarityand
two distance measures thatwe have experimentedwith
to comparetwo spectra.
Similarity

Measures

The first threesimilaritymeasures use the Pearson
CorrelationCoefficient between threedifferent vectorvalued functions of the original spectra. The Pearson
correlation coefficient between two vectors x Xl, x2, ..., x n and y = Yl, Y2, ..-, Yn is
n

r= ,
APPENDIX
A A we describe the way we tested our
In Appendix
qualitativemethodto determinea good frequencyrange.
For each of the 10 ranges, 1000-10,000, 10,00020,000, 20,000-30,000, ..., 80,000-90,000, and 100090,000 0d'Iz), we recorded five spectra. For each of
1000 frequencies at each range, we computed the
signal.to-noise ratio (SNR), which we defined to be the
ratioof the meanof the five observationsto the standard
deviation of the five observations. We then computed
the averageof these 1000 SNRs.
We then removed and replaced the lid of each of
threecontainersand repeatedthe procedure,
taking five
spectraat each frequencyrange again. For the first five
spectra, we computed the simple Pearsoncorrelation, r

li_=l(Xi - ,)2(yi-

of

eq_h

of_

f_/_--10

p_rs,

and

did

the same for each of the second set of

,

y)2

1 "
where _ : - _ xi andsimilarly for y.
n i=l
We denote the originalscaledspectra(divide all
values by the maximumvalue) by x and y.
The threesimilarity measures thatuse the Pearson
Cot_lation Coefficient me:
1. Pearson Correlation Coefficient between x
and y.
2.

_n
CorrelationCoefficient between the
magnitudes of the Fourier Transformof the
two spectra.

3.

P¢_u'son

fA.,%

(Appendix B),

,

Correlation

CoeWl¢ient

b_we_wn

the

circular autocorrelation function of the two

- 10 pairs, as
I52)
well as for 5 × 5 -- 25 pairs of spectra that were
separatedby a lid removal and replacement. We used
the difference d between the smallest of the 20
correlationsthat coneslmnded to no lidremoval andthe
largest of the 25 correlations thatcorrespondedto a lid
removal as a measure of discrimination ability of the

tion of a vector is the same as the autocorrespectra. The circular autocorrelation funclation (ACF) of the vector provided we

We averaged d for each frequencyrange over all
three containersandaveraged theaverage SNR for each
frequency range over all three containers. The conclusion was that the average SNR is a good indicator of
discrimination ability. That is, a high SNR tends to
producea large d, which indicates good discrimination

i=l

assume that data repeats itself as follows:
append the original data, x 1, x 2.... , x n,
with xn+ I = Xl, xn+2 = x2, ..., X2n = xn.
Then the Lagk ACF of Xl, x2, ..', Xn is

n
Y.(xi- _)2
i-I

'

for k = 0, 1, 2,..., n - 1.

i

The fourthsimilarity measures involves identifying peaks in the spectra. All local maxima in the x

1.

First Distance Measure.

spectraare identified. Those maximaabove an absolute
and noise thresholdare consideredto be peaks, and the
width IV between the inflectionpoints surroundingeach

n I
]l
_ I(xi I Fx - YiI Fy/I
i=1

pea_ in the x spectrais recorded. For each frequencyf
at which thereis a peak in the x spectra, we record a 1
if the y spectrahas a local maxima within W off and 0
otherwise. Let the number of l's recorded be nz, the
number of "matching" peaks found in the y spectra.
Reverse the procedure to define ny similarly. Denote
the number of peaks in spectrax as Nx, and similarly
for y.
Then, the fourth similarity measure is

i
Let fx, i = Y.xj,
j=l
spectra.
2.

and similarly for the y

Second Distance Measure.
m
i--1

Distance Measures
As above, we denote the original scaled spectra
(divide all values by the maximum value) by x and y,
/I

and let the sum _ x i be denoted Fx, and similarly for
i=l

they spectra.

We plan to experiment with patternrecognition methods other thanthese simple similarityand distancemeasures.

I

I

